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The Verreville Pottery Glasgow “CD Rom” 
George Haggarty*  
Research Associate National Museums Scotland 
 
The ceramic material listed, described, and photographed, on the enclosed ceramic 
resource disk, comes from an archaeological excavation funded by FM Developments 
Ltd., and carried out in 2005 on the site of the Verreville glass and pottery 
manufactury in Glasgow by Headland Archaeology Ltd. The ceramic material 
recovered dates mostly from the Kidston and Cochran periods (see below), and has 
been sorted by fabric type, decoration, and form, into (18 Folders and 152 Word 
Files). The excavation material has been assigned to Glasgow Museums and the 
shards were catalogued using there accession numbers beginning (GM 2006. 05. 1 to 
1194). The ceramic assemblage is significant in that it was produced mainly for the 
North American export market, and therefore many of its products are extremely rare 
in Britain. The transfer printed patterns illustrated on (Word Files 102 to 129) have 
been given temporary names by the author, who would be happy to be contacted by 
ceramic researchers who could fill in the details.   
 
At present, the Verreville ceramic material catalogued on this CD Rom is housed in 
the National Museums of Scotland Ceramic Store in Leith Custom House Edinburgh, 
but on completion of the project in 2007, it will be transferred to Glasgow Museums 
Resource Centre, 200 Woodland Road, South Nitshill Industrial Estate, Glasgow 
G53 7NN: Tel 0141 276 9300 where it will be available for study. Glasgow Museums 
also has in its ceramic store a number of other large, important, assemblages of 
Verreville pottery from previous excavations on the site. Much of this pottery would 
seem to be earlier in date than the assemblage catalogued on this CD Rom, but to 
date, the great majority of this material has not been adequately published. 
 
I do not claim to be a great authority on the Verreville ceramic material. Consequently 
I would be happy to have any errors corrected, and to have matching, extant, 
examples of Verreville manufacture brought to my attention.   
 
While carrying out research on archaeologically derived French pottery in Scotland, 
subsequently published as a CD Rom, I visited a number of Scottish Museums 
holding shard collections. To my dismay, I found that, in the main, they store their 
archaeologically derived ceramic material in a manner that occasions study difficult, 
and extremely time consuming. With these problems in mind I decided, while 
preparing archives of the Newbigging, and the West Pans, industrial pottery held in 
the National Museums Scotland, to produce resource disks as a means of getting the 
shard evidence into the public domain. These disks, distributed with earlier journals of 
the NCS, are not intended to be ‘publications’ in the accepted sense, and should not 
be regarded as such. They are simply tools for future research. The enclosed disk on 
shard material from the 2005 Verreville excavations ought to be viewed in the same 
context. The photographs were taken against a one cm square background in the 
National Museums Scotland ceramic store, and certainly do not meet publication 
standard.  
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The Verreville Pottery – A Short History 
                               
Sheila Forbes 
 
The Verreville Pottery at Finnieston has been reasonably well documented, and in a 
summary of the many changes in ownership I draw on the publications of (Fleming 
1923: Quail 1984a, 44-55: Kinghorn 1987, 23-31: Kelly 1993a 8-20 & 1993c 68-70: 
Tait 1993, 65-67 & Leishman 1996, 9-14). 
Although much of Arnold Fleming’s book ‘Scottish Pottery,’ is rightly regarded with 
some scepticism, (Quail 1987, 36-56) a degree of credence must be accorded his 
section on Verreville, for his father was associated with the firm of W.H. Grindley & 
Co. of the Woodland Pottery in Tunstall, giving him the opportunity to have a period 
of training there, and to accrue a good working knowledge of the pottery industry. 
This was furthered by the close association the Flemings had with the Cochran family. 
In 1896, he became a partner in the Britannia Pottery in Glasgow and, eventually its 
director, overseeing what was then one of the largest potteries in the world (Kinghorn 
1986-87, 25). He also studied Physics and Chemistry at Edinburgh University, and 
was a fellow of the Chemistry Society of London. With this background, his technical 
information is generally considered to be reliable (Kinghorn, 1986-87, 25).  
 
Patrick Colquhon 
The village of Finnieston, situated on the right bank of the Clyde, and separate from 
Glasgow in the 18th century, was owned by Matthew Orr, a Glasgow merchant, and 
proprietor of Camlachie Coalpits, which reputedly supplied the early ‘potworks’ with 
coal. Orr feud 3 acres of this land to James Young, manufacturer in Anderston, who 
sold it on in 1766 for £400 to Patrick Colquhon 
 Born in Dumbarton, where he clearly became a man of some note, serving as Provost 
of Dumbarton in 1782, Colquhon is reputed to have had some connection with 
glassmaking in his native town. In order to build the Finnieston works, he formed a 
joint stock Company under the co-partnership of Williams, Ritchie & Co. and this 
group constructed the required buildings, naming the factory Verreville, glass town, as 
the name implies: however, the partnership was never involved in glassmaking. Later, 
when Gilbert Hamilton joined Williams, Ritchie & Co., he seemingly became 
principal partner, for the company was now termed ‘Hamilton, Brown, Wallace & 
Co.’ Fleming wrote that by 1777 Colquhon had built the 120 ft. cone of the Verreville 
Glassworks. The inside area was so great that, when the production of glass was 
abandoned, it accommodated the three glost kilns constructed by Alexander Kidston 
(Fleming 1923, 93).  
A letter, dated April 1789, to Josiah Wedgwood from Gilbert Hamilton, is quoted by 
Fleming, and led him to assume that earthenware was being produced at Verreville by 
that date (Ibid, 95).   
 
Sir,                                                                                      Glasgow 14 April 1789 
Yours of 5th December with invoice of Cornish Stone and Clay came duly to 
hand, and beg you to excuse me for not remitting you sooner, but it escaped my 
memory. I now enclose you Archd. Grahame on Smith, Payne, & Smith @ 40 
days £60 7/- in full for the same, which please to own receipt 
      I am Sir, 
                           Your most obedient servant, Gilbert Hamilton 
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This letter which is held in the Wedgwood archives (E15/14264), has been examined 
by archivist Helen Burton, and is substantially correct. Quail, I think quite rightly, 
writing in 1984, suggests that as Gilbert Hamilton was also a partner in the Delftfield 
pottery the Cornish stone and clay would almost certainly have been purchased for 
that manufactury (1984b, 74).  
 
Although Fleming also refers to ’china’ being produced at Verreville from 1820, a 
view held by subsequent writers on Scottish pottery, the shard evidence from this 
particular area of the site suggests that white earthenware and refined redware were 
not manufactured before c1820 (George Haggarty pers com). George knows of a 
number of blue painted pearlglazed shards from the Verreville site held in Glasgow 
Museums, and Lois Roberts (2006.118 fig 195) dates these to c.1800. In that case, a 
date of after c1802, accorded by some for the construction of a pottery at Verreville 
by John Geddes, could be correct (Kelly 1999, 187). So far, I have no knowledge of 
documentation to confirm this.  
In 1795, Brown, one of the partners, concerned that the business was not showing 
enough profit, wanted to hand over the entire concern to John Geddes, their manager. 
It seems that this did not happen, for in 1806 Gilbert Hamilton and Archibald Wallace 
sold out to the Dumbarton Glass Company, and they, in turn, sold Verreville to John 
Geddes, whose older brother Archibald owned Leith Glassworks. It was there, 
reputedly, that John had his early training (ibid, 95). 
 
John Geddes 
Geddes was enterprising, and soon after taking over Verreville, introduced one of 
Watt’s early steam engines to drive the machinery and flint mills. 
Fleming maintains that Geddes brought in workers from Holland, Flanders, and 
Lambeth, and that he opened a technical school at the pottery in order to train a local 
work force. There was probably good reason for this as potters from England were not 
always satisfactory, or trustworthy: after all, good men invariably found work at 
home. This is demonstrated in a letter, dated Sept. 1826,  sent to Josiah Wedgwood at 
Etruria from a disenchanted potter who had fled to Verreville from his debts in 
England (no reference given), in part  
 
From a sincere sense, and repentance of my former sins, I hope you will forgive 
the same, and if you take me in your employ again I will work six days and four 
half nights for 15/- per week for three years (if the Lord spare me) in order to 
pay what I owe you (ibid, 99). 
 
The letter is signed John Mayer. A postscript assures Wedgwood that he has mended 
his ways, and requests him to instruct Mr. H. Greatbach (works manager) to send for 
him.  
At some point the southern half of Verreville site was built on, and until 1835, glass 
and earthenware were made in tandem. The works seem to have prospered, with 
exports to America ‘and other foreign parts’. It appears that supply could not always 
meet demand, and on occasion the Wedgwood Pottery, (ibid, 100) and possibly 
others, made up this shortfall.  
John Geddes had several sons, including William, who was married to A.G. Kidston’s 
sister Catherine. William worked for his father-in-law at Kidston’s Lancefield Pottery 
until1827 when he joined his father at the Verreville Pottery as a Partner and heir to 
the Works (Tait 1993, 66). 
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By 1830 the company was having financial problems, and although Geddes’ son in 
law, Robert Montgomery, took over control of Pottery production at Verreville, by 
June1833 he had been declared Bankrupt (Kelly 1993a, 68).  
John Geddes and his son William were soon also in deep financial straits and despite 
taking on other partners in a vain attempt to save the business, both had their estates 
sequestered in 1835.  
William Kidston & Sons, together with Hugh Price, then bought Verreville for 
£9,000, and Robert Alexander Kidston and Hugh Price became partners trading as 
R.A. Kidston & Co. (Tait 1993, 66). Soon after his father’s death in 1831, Alexander 
went to Staffordshire where he furthered his knowledge of pottery making, enabling 
him to take the expertise of the potter to the new partnership. 
 
R.A. Kidston & Co. 
With the innovative Kidston at the helm, changes were made. He brought his 
modeller, Robert Purves, an experienced Potter from Prestonpans, with him and 
installed him at Verreville as works manager. In 1838 Alexander Kidston became sole 
partner, and he closed the Lancefield Pottery and Glassworks, transferring all 
production to Verreville.  
Kidston’s introduced a new range of products which modern writers often refer to as 
‘china or soft paste porcelain’, terms which are not technically correct, as the 
excavations results show that he was producing bone china, (George Haggarty pers 
com). According to Fleming, aiming to produce the finest quality wares, he is reputed 
to have imported ‘skilled potters from the celebrated Derby China Works, while 
Coalport and several of the more famous Staffordshire china works, supplied him 
with excellent potters, gilders, flower and landscape painters’. Not content with the 
men Geddes had trained, and not satisfied with his English workers, he induced 
skilled artisans to come from France and Flanders’ (1923, 101).  
At some stage Kidston took on a new young assistant, Robert Cochran, a partner in 
‘Cochran and Couper’ China Merchants in Glasgow, but not a potter. By 1845 he had 
made Cochran managing partner in the business, now designated ‘Kidston & Co.’, 
and, by 1846, this became ‘Kidston, Cochrane, & Co.’. A year or so later Cochrane, a 
shrewd businessman, took over entirely, and the name changed to ‘Robert Cochrane 
& Co.’ (ibid, 67). 
 In January 1841 R.A.J. Kidston’s estates were sequestered, and in 1846 the 
Edinburgh Gazette announced Alexander Kidston’s retiral from Kidston, Cochran & 
Company (Kelly 1993c, 69). This is not the last we hear of R.A. Kidson, for the Post 
Office Directory of 1846  records his partnership with one George Hatfield as ‘Kidson 
& Co.’ at North Woodside Mill, and Garrioch Mill, operating as ‘Flint Grinders and 
Whitening manufacturers (ibid, 69).  
 
 Robert Cochrane & Co. 
The resourceful Cochran now planned changes in both the manufacturing process and 
the end products. He may not have been a potter, but it became clear that he was 
familiar with the industry, introducing his own ideas and inventions to Verreville. On 
11th October, 1852, he patented ‘The Cochran down-draught Kiln,’ which was 
designed for a continuous system of firing kilns, coincidentally burning half the 
amount of fuel for the same amount of ware. 
His ‘batting’ machine prepared bats of clay for the plate maker. This was patented on 
23rd July 1864, and proved to be a successful labour-saving device. 
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Although best known for ‘Cochran’s necked 2lb jam jar’ with the ingenious inside 
neck which prevented spillage, he is also credited with devising a printing machine 
for pottery, forerunner of the machine patented by Turner of Tunstall. 
Cochran’s commercial success was due in the main to an appreciation of his market, 
and for this he produced well made, attractively decorated, affordable, white domestic 
earthenware.  
Realising that Kidston’s fine bone china was not profitable, by 1856 he had 
abandoned manufacture of bone china, replacing it with the more marketable, and 
durable, ‘Royal Ironstone China’ or ‘White Granite’ (Fleming, 1923, 103-105). This 
body required a greater percentage of ground calcined flint and Cornish stone than the 
earthenware body, and Cochran ensured a regular supply of flint by leasing, and 
eventually buying, the North Woodside Mill (ibid, 105).                                                                               
As Verreville had already been extended as far as possible, and with the need to 
expand the business further, in 1857 Cochrane began the process of building the 
Brittania Pottery (ibid, 108), which he would subsequently run in conjunction with 
Verreville. 
Robert Cochran and his brother Alexander retired in 1867, but until then, Robert 
controlled the Glassworks, and Alexander ran the Verreville pottery.  
Verreville would now be run by Robert Cochran Junior and Alexander Balfour, while 
James Fleming and Alexander Cochran Junior were given control of the Brittania 
pottery (Kelly, 1993a, 15).  
Robert Cochran died on 7th August 1869, having suffered a debilitating illness. It is 
significant that he was one of the few Scottish potters never to experience bankruptcy, 
(ibid, 17). 
The Verreville Pottery was still in the hands of the Cochran family when it finally 
closed, almost fifty years later, in 1918 (Kelly SPS Hist R no.23, 17).  
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Bone China: Sprigged: Bisque & Glazed 
 
(Boxes 26 & 27)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Harry Kelly illustrates part of a Verreville bone china tea service from the Kidston 
period with two different diagnostic lilac sprigs (1999, 190 figs 39.7 & 8).  
For my examples (Types A & B sprigs), see bowl (F) below. A slightly fluted cup 
with the same distinctive handle and sprigs, and dated to c.1840, is illustrated in the 
literature (Berthoud & Maskell undated, 16, fig 82): Rare in the assemblage are cups, 
etc., with moulding, and with what appear to be several unrecorded sprigs in the 
reserves (Types C, D, E, F, G & H). Although there are some undecorated cup 
shapes without sprigs, it is difficult to ascertain exactly how many. I have called the 
sundry group of handles (Types a, b, c, d & e) see (Word file 04). 
 
 
(F): Bone china bowl with lilac sprigs from the collection of the National 
Museums Scotland: See sprigs (A 
& B). 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Type a handle which was used on bone china cups with A & B 
sprigs. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 884) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
041 Cups B. 12                     780 
Nine bisque bone china shards from teasets decorated with (type A & B sprigs) see 
page 1.   
(GM: 2006. 5. 885) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
98 ? G. 1                     781 
 
One glazed bone china 
body shard decorated 
with two fragments of 
violet sprigs (type D). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 886) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
115 ? B. 1                     782 
 
One bisque bone china body 
shard decorated with a 
fragment of violet sprig (type 
E). 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 887) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
115 Saucer G. 1                     783 
 
One bisque bone china rim shard from a moulded 
saucer decorated with a fragment of violet sprig (type 
F). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 888) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
289 Cups B. 2                     784 
 
Two moulded bisque bone china 
bases, one illustrated, from 
moulded cups decorated with violet 
sprigs (type C). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 889) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
289 Saucer B. 3                     785 
 
Three moulded bisque bone china saucer 
shards, one of which is decorated with 
indistinct (type C).violet sprigs. 
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GM: 2006. 5. 890) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
289 Bowl G. 1                     786 
 
One moulded glazed bone 
china waste bowl shard 
decorated with (type 
C).violet sprigs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 891) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
289 Bowl B.  80                      
Eighty moulded glazed bone china shard from teasets decorated with (type A & 
B).violet sprigs and (type a) handles.   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 892) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
299 Tea services B.  147                      
One hundred and forty seven moulded glazed bone china shards from teasets 
decorated with (type A & B).violet sprigs and (type a) handles.   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 893) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Tea services B.  37                      
Thirty seven moulded glazed bone china shard from teasets decorated with (type A & 
B) violet sprigs and (type a) handles.   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 894) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Saucer B.  2                       
Two moulded glazed bone china shards from a saucer decorated with (type C).violet 
sprigs. 
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GM: 2006. 5. 895) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Bowl B.  1                     787 
 
One moulded glazed bone china shard from 
a waste bowl decorated with a (type 
G).violet sprig. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 896) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Tea services B. 182                      
One hundred and eighty two moulded glazed bone china shards from teasets 
decorated with (type A & B).violet sprigs. 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 897) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Plate B. 5                      
Five moulded glazed bone china shards from a plate decorated with a (type G).violet 
sprigs see (illus 787) above. 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 898) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Saucers B. 12                     788 
Twelve 
moulded 
glazed bone 
china shards 
from saucers 
decorated 
with both 
(types C & 
H).violet 
sprigs Two 
conjoin, and 
the other 
eight are 
illustrated. 
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GM: 2006. 5. 899) 
Pit Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Saucers B. 4                      
As material is just the same as from c.393 only a few shards have been catalogued and 
the rest a standard finds box has been kept aside for Glasgow museums to use as 
school handling material. 
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Bone China: Gilt Decoration: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
(Box 28)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
A slightly fluted cup with a pedestal base and what appears to be the same distinctive 
handle as that found on the Verreville bone china sprigged cups, is illustrated in 
(Berthoud & Maskell undated, 16, fig 81). The cup, which is dated to c.1840, is 
decorated with an all over gilt pattern, and is also marked with the number 3194 in 
gilt.  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 880) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
114 Cups G.  4                     776 a & b 
 
Four base shards from four 
different bone china cups 
in three different shapes, 
one with moulded panels 
see (illus 776 b) on page 2 
below. The cups have all 
been decorated with gilt on 
the interior (single 
flowers), while the two 
larger shards also have 
gilded horizontal lines. 
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(Illus 776 b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 881) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
114 Cups G.  2                     777 
 
Two base 
shards from 
two bone 
china cups 
decorated in 
the centre 
with similar 
single flowers 
in gilt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 882) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
114 Teapot Cover G.  3                     778 a & b 
 
 
Three bone china shards which 
conjoin to form part of a teapot 
cover with flower shaped knop 
decorated in gilt. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 883) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
439 Cup G.  3                     779 
 
Three bone china shards, 
with two conjoining, from 
a cup decorated below the 
interior rim with a grey 
wash, and gilding. A band 
of stylized flowers runs 
around the exterior. see 
(illus 779 b) on page 4 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 884) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
 Saucer G.  1                     780 
One bone china shard from a saucer decorated with gilding.  
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Bone China: Enamel Decoration: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
(Box 28)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 885) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Cups G. 6                     781 
 
Seven shards, of which five conjoin from a bone 
china cup with pedestal base and everted, wavy 
rim. The internal decoration consists of a spray, 
or sprays in green enamelling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 886) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Bowl G. 1                     782 
 
Four shards, three 
rim and one body, 
from a bone china 
waste bowl, 
decorated internally 
with sprays in green 
enamelling. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 887) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 |Cup G. 1                     783 
 
Two conjoining shards from a bone 
china cup with an everted and 
wavy rim, with traces of what look 
like rubbed, red enamelled, internal 
decoration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 888) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Plate G. 1                     784 
 
One bone china rim shard from a moulded 
plate highlighted with light brown 
enamelling.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Bone China: Undecorated: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
(Box 28)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
There are several different cup shapes among the undecorated bone china shards, but it 
has been difficult to ascertain just how many. A number of different handle types are also 
to be seen. These I have called (Types a, b, c & d). So far as I am able to tell from the 
archaeological evidence the (Type a) handles were used on cups with the (Type A & B) 
sprigs, see (Word file 01).  
 
(Type b) handles appear to be associated with ribbed coffee cups with moulded rims, 
(illus 789), below. I am not sure which cup shapes the other two handle types relate to, 
but (c)they may be associated with the London shaped examples (illus 790), page 2 
below, and (d) with the pedestal based, fluted, cups with wavy rims (illus 791), also on 
page 2. None of the above comments are set in stone, and I would be delighted to be sent 
illustrations of extant examples.   
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 900) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Cups B. 7                     43mm  789 
 
Seven bisque bone 
china shards from a 
minimum of two 
coffee cups with 
(type b) handles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 901) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Cups G. 6 B. 3                    47mm  790 
 
Nine glazed bone 
china shards with 
three, and another 
three, conjoining to 
form parts of the 
bases of two 
London shaped 
cups. There are 
three (type c) 
handles which may, 
or may not, be 
associated. The 
plain loop handles 
have small 
horizontal thumb 
rests. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 902) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Cups G. 6 B. 1 58mm  10mmm      51mm   791 
 
Seven bone 
china shards 
of which fo
conjoin to 
form the 
portion of a 
fluted cup. 
There are also 
two (type d) 
handles, one 
of which
bisque. 
ur 
large 
 is 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 903) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
294 Bowl G. 3                      
Three glazed bone china shards, two conjoining, from a fluted waste bowl which 
probably matches the cup (illus 791) above.  
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 904) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
299 Tea services B.  50                      
Fifty bisque bone china shards, including fifteen from cups as (illus 791), five from 
matching waste bowls, and the remainder from plates and saucers. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 905) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Tea services B. 11                      
Eleven bisque bone china shards,, four from cups as (illus 791), two from saucers, and 
one from a plate. There is also one (type d.) cup handle. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 906) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Teapot? B. 2                     792 
 
Two bisque, moulded, rococo 
base and foot shards from 
bone china teapots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 907) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Cups G.  5                      
Five glazed bone china shards of which two conjoin from a cups as (illus 791) above. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 908) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
497 Saucer G.  5  114mm                    
One plain bisque bone china saucer  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 909) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
497 Jug B. 1                   
One bisque basal angled shard from a moulded, octagonal jug with recessed base: 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 5. 910) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
904 Cups Saucers B. 8                   
Eight glazed bone china shards, two from a saucer and two from coffee cups. One of the 
cup shards has a (Type b) handle attached.      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 911) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
978 Cups Saucers G, 1                   
. One glazed bone china rim shard from a cup.  
 
 (GM: 2006. 5. 912) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1126 Cups & Plate B.  6                   
Six glazed bone china shards, five from three different cups, see (illus 791) above, and 
one rim shard from a plate 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 913) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1304 Saucer G.  4                   
. 
Four glazed bone china shards which conjoin to form part of a fluted saucer which 
probably matches the cup (illus 791).  
 1
 Agate Ware: Bisque. 
(Box 24) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Low, round, teapots are generally dated to c1820 (Miller & Berthoud 1985, 286). 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 810) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
562 Teapot B. 13  93mm         83mm  707 
 
Thirteen bisque agate ware 
shards which conjoin to form  
part of a low, round, teapot;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 811) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
562 Teapot B. 2                    84mm  708 
 
Two bisque agate ware shards which conjoin 
to form a base fragment of a teapot, probably 
similar in shape to (illus 707) above. 
 1
Black Basalt & Shining Black. 
 
(Box 21) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. or C.      Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
A number of Verreville shards bearing the Princess Royal mark, see (illus 608 & 609) 
on pages 2 & 3, have already been published, and include illustrations by Glasgow 
University Archaeological Research Department, GUARD, in (Kelly 2003, 68 -71).  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 699) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
144 Teapot G. 4  110mm  606 
  
Four black basalt 
shards, with three 
conjoining, from the rim 
of a shining black, 
glazed, round teapot, 
decorated on the 
shoulder with three 
spaced bands of beaded 
rouletting. The area 
between the two lower 
bands has been filled 
with a broad band of 
very fine, checked, 
rouletting with edged 
borders. A single band                
           of larger beading runs around the rim.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 700) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
204 Teapot    1    607 
 
One black basalt body shard from the rim of a round 
teapot, decorated on the shoulder with three spaced 
bands of beaded rouletting. Another which probably 
sits just below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 701) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Teapot G. 1   Moulded 608 a & b 
 
One black basalt base 
shard from a sub-
rectangular teapot with a 
moulded mark 
incorporating the name 
“Princess Royal” on the 
obverse side (see illus 
608b), below. This shard 
is covered with a shining 
black glaze. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 702) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Sugar    1   Moulded 609 a & b 
 
One black basalt base 
shard from a small 
moulded sugar bowl, or 
creamer: On the obverse 
side a moulded mark 
incorporates the name 
“Princess Royal” (see 
illus 609b), below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 703) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Teapot    1    610 
  
One black basalt base 
shard from a moulded, 
sub-rectangular, teapot: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(GM: 2006. 5.704) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
397 Teapot   2    611 
 
Two conjoining black basalt shards from 
a moulded cover with knop scar, 
showing fragments of a fleur-de-lis, and 
thistle.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 705) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
438 Teapot G. 1     
One black basalt shards one base and one body from a moulded sub-rectangular 
teapot:  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 706) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
439 Teapot G. 6    612 
  
Six black basalt 
shards, two rims, 
two body, one base, 
and one handle,, 
from a round, squat, 
teapot decorated 
with a band of 
foliage between two 
rouletted bands of 
beading, and over a 
complex rouletting. 
A single band of 
larger beading sits, 
along the rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(GM: 2006. 5. 707) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
472 Teapot?  1    613 a, b & c 
  
One simple, ‘c’ shaped, black basalt handle from a 
teapot decorated on the top with a blind shell edge 
between two indented borders. See (illus 613c), 
below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 708) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Teapot G. 5    614 
  
Five black basalt shards of which two 
of the four body shards conjoin. 
There is also one handle shard. All 
are from a round teapot decorated 
with a band of foliage between two 
rouletted bands of beading, and over 
a broad band of fine rouletting.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 709) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Teapot G. 4    615 
 
Four black basalt shards, 
with three conjoining, 
from a round squat, teapot 
decorated with a band of 
foliage between two 
rouletted bands of 
beading, and over a broad 
band of complex 
rouletting as (illus 612) 
above. A single band of 
larger beading sits around 
the rim.      
 6
(GM: 2006. 5. 710) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Creamer  1    616 
 
One black basalt shard from a 
moulded creamer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 711) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Teapot   2    617 
 
Two black basalt shards 
from a moulded, sub-
rectangular, teapot and 
cover: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
(GM: 2006. 5. 712) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Teapot    1    618 
 
 
One black basalt shard from the spout of a 
moulded teapot: The nine, hand punched, 
holes are in a rough diamond pattern.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 713) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
610 Teapots?     4    619 
 
Four moulded 
black basalt 
shards 
comprising 
two different 
knops, one 
spout, and one 
handle, 
probably all 
from teapots?  
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 714) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
883 Teapot. s G. 1    620 
 
One black basalt body shard from the shoulder of 
a round, squat, teapot, decorated with four spaced 
bands of beaded rouletting. There is a fragment of 
vertical rouletting on the bottom of the shard. On 
the belly there is a broad band of complex 
rouletting.  
 1
Blue Bodied Wares:  
 
(Box 20) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 814) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
190 Jugs B. 18                      95mm  711 
 
Eighteen shards in 
a blue earthenware 
body, including 
four rims of which 
two conjoin, three 
handles, and one 
base. All the 
shards come from 
moulded jugs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 815) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
193 Jugs B.  8    712 
 
Eight shards in a 
blue earthenware 
body, including 
three rims, one of 
which is a simple 
spout, and a 
handle. All are 
from a moulded 
jug, or jugs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 816) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
206 Creamer B. 1                       48mm  713 
 
 
One base shard from a small moulded 
creamer in a blue earthenware body: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 817) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
229 Jug B. 1                     95mm  714 
 
One base shard from the base 
of a moulded jug in a blue 
earthenware body: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 818) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Jugs B.  2    715 
 
Two blue earthenware body shards from a moulded jug, or jugs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 819) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Teabowl B.  1 41mm 65mm         36mm  716 
 
 
One half of a small, dirty, thrown 
teabowl in a blue earthenware body:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 820) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
447 Teabowl B.                      35mm  717 
 
One base shard from a small thrown teabowl in a blue 
earthenware body:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 5. 821) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
600 Jugs? B.      
Four small body shards from a jug, or jugs, in a blue earthenware body: 
 1
Cane Ware - Teapots: Bisque. 
 
(Box 24) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 812) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Decorated Illus No 
341 Teapots B. 12                     709 
 
Twelve bisque cane ware teapot 
shards, seven of which have not been 
illustrated: |The cover is (84mm in 
diameter) and has a central steam hole. 
The spouts have distinctive moulding 
where they meet the teapot bodies, see 
(illus 699 b) below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 813) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Decorated Illus No 
562 Teapots 49. B    710 
 
Forty nine 
bisque cane 
ware teapot 
shards, forty one 
of which have 
not been 
illustrated: The 
illustrated cover 
is (90mm in 
diameter), and 
has a central 
steam hole. The 
spouts have 
distinctive 
moulding where 
they meet the 
teapot bodies, 
see (illus 709b) 
above. The 
handles have expanded lower terminals.    
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Redware - Crocks: Black Glazed.  
 
(Box 23) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 784) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
114 Crock G. 1                  112mm  686 
 
 
One large base fragment from a 
redware crock decorated on the 
upper part with an iron, or 
manganese, lead glaze.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 785) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
219 Crock G. 2                    122mm  687 
 
Two conjoining fragments from the bottom 
of a redware crock,, decorated on upper part 
with an iron, or manganese, lead glaze.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 786) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
219 Crock G. 1                     
One shard from a thin redware crock decorated on both surfaces with an iron or 
manganese lead glaze. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 787) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
397 Crock G. 1  150mm                  688 a & b 
 
One redware 
cover from a 
crock decorated 
on the upper 
surface with an 
iron, or 
manganese, lead 
glaze as on (illus 
688b).  
 
 
 1
Redware: Dairy Bowls: Slipped – Glazed. 
 
(Box 23) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 788) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
144 Dairy Bowl G. 1 78mm 400mm   230mm  689 
 
One large rim fragment from a 
well made redware dairy, or 
bread, bowl decorated on the 
interior rim with a thick band 
of white slip which has been 
allowed to run in spaced 
sections. The interior was then 
subsequently lead glazed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 789) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
144 Dairy Bowl G. 2                  128mm  690 
 
 
Two conjoining base fragment from a 
redware dairy, or bread, bowl decorated on 
the interior with a thick white slip under a 
lead glaze: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 790) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
219 Dairy Bowl G. 2  300mm      150mm  691 
 
Two shards from a well 
made redware dairy, or 
bread, bowl, decorated on 
the inside rim with a thick 
band of white slip which 
has been allowed to run, in 
a controlled manner, in 
spaced sections, to the edge 
of the base. The interior 
was then lead glazed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Redware - Jars: Glazed. 
 
(Box 23) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
At present I have no real idea what these distinct redware vessels were used for. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 791) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
002 Jar G. 1 91mm 130mm    125mm  692 a & b 
 
One large, thick, shard giving the full 
profile of thrown, red earthenware, jar 
with an almost straight side. The jar has 
an internal lead glaze.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 792) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
114 Jar G. 1 104 140mm      140mm  693 a & b 
 
Two large, thick, conjoining shards showing 
the full profile, of a thrown, red earthenware 
jar with an almost straight side. The jar has a 
lead glazed inner surface.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5.793) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
379 Jar G. 1 100mm 140mm    135mm  694 
 
One large, thick, shard with the full 
profile of a thrown, red earthenware, jar 
with almost straight sides, and with lead 
glazing on the inner surface.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 794) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
503 Jar G. 1 106mm 140mm   135mm   
One large, thick, shard with the full profile of a thrown, red earthenware, jar with 
almost straight sides, and lead glazed on the inner surface. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 795) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
503 Jar G. 2 95mm 135mm   130mm   
One large, thick, shard with the full profile of a thrown, red earthenware, jar with 
almost straight sides, and lead glazed inside. This vessel has been fired almost to 
stoneware, with no blistering.  
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 796) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
611 Jar G. 4                    150mm  695 
 
Three thick, conjoining 
shards, from the base of 
a thrown, red 
earthenware jar with an 
almost straight side. It 
has been lead glazed on 
the inner surface. The 
base of this vessel has 
been marked with a 
simple star using some 
sort of a grinding tool.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5.797) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
611 Jar      696 
 
Two thick shards from the base of a 
thrown, almost straight sided red 
earthenware jar covered internally 
with a lead glaze. The base of this 
vessel has a simple star marked with 
some sort of a grinding tool.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 798) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
1219 Jars G. 7 107mm 120mm     115mm   
Seven large, thick, shards from a minimum of five, almost straight sided, redware 
vessels: two are almost stoneware. Two shards conjoin to show  
a full profile. All the vessels have internal lead glazing. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 799) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
1225 Jars G. 3 107mm 140mm      140mm   
Three large, thick, shards, one base shard, and two conjoining rim shards, all from 
straight sided, redware vessels with internal lead glazing. 
 
 1
Redware: Teapots: Bisque 
 
(Box 24) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 802) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Decorated Illus No 
341 Teapots B. 58    699 
 
 
Fifty eight 
bisque, refined 
red 
earthenware, 
shards of 
which only 
two conjoin. 
All the shards 
come from 
globular 
teapots and 
covers. There 
are no 
distinctive 
characteristics 
within this 
group, and the 
body shards 
have not been 
illustrated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 803) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Decorated Illus No 
444 Teapot. L B. 11  90mm      115mm Rouletted 700 
 
Eleven bisque, refined 
red earthenware, shards 
from a large teapot. 
There is evidence of a 
band of rouletting around 
the neck, and on the 
lower shoulder. The 
cover has a band of 
similar rouletting, and 
the steam hole is hard 
against the plain knop. 
The moulded spout is 
almost diamond shaped. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 804) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rims Decorated  Illus No 
447 Teapot B. 4  700mm  701 
 
Four bisque, refined red 
earthenware, undecorated 
covers from teapots: the 
only complete example is 
700mm in diameter. The 
knops have flat tops with 
steam holes which are 5mm 
in diameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 805) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Covers Marked Illus No 
562 Teapots B. 23  786-800mm  702 
 
Twenty three bisque, refined 
red earthenware, shards 
from, in the main, conical 
teapot covers in various 
sizes and heights. This group 
might suggest that there was 
no overall standard? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 806) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
562 Teapots B. 46  Various sizes  703 
 
Forty six bisque, 
refined red 
earthenware, shards 
from teapots, of 
which only a 
number have been 
illustrated. Apart 
from one body shard 
(top left) from a 
round teapot with a 
flattish shoulder, 
there are no 
distinctive 
characteristics 
within this group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 807) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
912 Teapots B. 19  Various  704 
 
Nineteen bisque, 
refined red 
earthenware, teapot 
shards. Three, from 
a base, conjoin. The 
body shards are 
omitted from the 
illustration: there are 
no distinctive 
characteristics 
within this group.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 808) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Decorated Illus No 
912 Teapot B. 2   Rouletted 705 a |& b 
 
Two conjoining, bisque, 
refined red earthenware, 
shards from a teapot are 
decorated with a band of 
rouletting around the lower 
shoulder; see detail (illus 
705b) below. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 809) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
912 Teapot B. 1    706 a & b 
 
One bisque, refined red earthenware, 
knop in the form of an eight petalled 
flower. This type of knop is more 
commonly seen on London shaped 
teapots. 
 1
Redware – Rouletted -Teapots: Black Glazed. 
 
(Box 24) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 800) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
456 Teapot G. 2   Rouletted 697  
 
Two refined redware 
body shards, one only 
illustrated, from a 
black glazed teapot 
decorated just below 
the shoulder with an 
indistinct band of 
rouletting which 
appears to consist of 
sunken rectangular 
blocks decorated with 
two beads and a 
horizontal dash. The 
dividing line between 
the blocks consists of 
three tiny, spaced, 
beads. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 801) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marked Illus No 
562 Teapot G. 2   Rouletted 698 
 
Two conjoining 
refined redware 
body shards from 
a black glazed 
teapot decorated 
around the belly 
with a band of 
indistinct 
rouletting. The 
rouletting is 
comprised of 
vertical ovals. 
 1
Shell-Edged: Glazed & Bisque. 
(Box 25)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
      
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The vast majority of the shell edged wares produced at the Verreville pottery seems to 
have had the same border in a number of sizes which I have called (Type A) see illus 
793 below. It has what looks like an upside-down Xmas tree. There is what looks like 
a large version which I have called (Type B) see page 2 (illus 794) Shell edged ware 
have a long life span and much has been written on the subject especially by Robert 
Miller in the USA. One of the best introductions is (Hunter & Miller 1994, 431-443).  
    
(GM: 2006. 5. 914) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
041 B. 2  280mm Shell Edged 793 
 
Two bisque white 
earthenware rim 
shards from a 
plate decorated 
with (Type A) 
shell edged 
moulding. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 915) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
098 B. 1   Shell Edged  
One small bisque white earthenware rim shard from a plate decorated with (Type A) 
shell edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 916) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
122 G. 2  240mm Shell Edged  
Two glazed white earthenware rim shard from a plate decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 917) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
193 G. 1 B.2  240mm Shell Edged 794 
 
Three white earthenware rim 
shards from ashets decorated with 
(Type B) shell edged moulding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 918) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
289 B. 3  260mm Shell Edged  
Three white earthenware rim shards from plates decorated with (Type A) shell edged 
moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 919) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
299 B. 3  260mm Shell Edged  
Three bisque white earthenware rim shards from plates decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 920) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
341 G. 1  260mm Shell Edged  
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a plate decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 921) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
385 G. 3  260mm Shell Edged  
Three glazed white earthenware rim shards from a plate decorated with (Type A) 
shell edged moulding. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 922) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
409 B.  9  260mm Shell Edged  
Nine bisque white earthenware rim shards from a plate decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 923) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
600 B. 3  260mm Shell Edged  
Three bisque white earthenware rim shards from plates decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 924) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
844 B.  5  135mm Shell Edged  
Five bisque white earthenware rim shards from small plates decorated with (Type A) 
shell edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 925) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
846 B.  5  260mm Shell Edged  
Five bisque white earthenware rim shards from plate decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 926) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
1116 G. 1  260mm Shell Edged  
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a plate decorated with (Type A) shell 
edged moulding. 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 927) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
1168 B. 15  135 Shell Edged  
Fifteen bisque white earthenware rim shards from plates decorated with (Type A) 
shell edged moulding. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 928) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
1126 B.  45   Mostly 260mm Shell Edged  
Forty five bisque white earthenware rim shards from plates decorated with (Type A) 
shell edged moulding. 
 
 
 
 1
Kiln Furniture. 
 
(Boxes 29 & 30)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
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EXTRUDED, HAND-MADE, THREE-ARMED STILTS 
 
Three-armed stilts were made by 
luting together three equal lengths of 
knife-trimmed, extruded white clay 
and generally have either a rhombus, 
or inverted triangle, section. The 
Verreville arms vary in length but are 
generally between 35 to 55mm in 
length, see (illus 795) left. Examples 
from Staffordshire have arms varying 
in length from 25mm to 65mm, with 
a thickness averaging10mm. Some of 
the Verreville stilts are pinched at the 
ends. Lengths of the arms have been 
measured from the centre of the 
squashed areas.  
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 929) 
C.  006 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 3 3 45 to 55mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 930) 
C.  082 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 2  C 50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 931) 
C.  098 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  3 65mm.   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 932) 
C.  178 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 2  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 933) 
C.  204 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 1 Complete  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 934) 
C.  225 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 2  c 55mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 935) 
C.  419 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  1  complete 50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 936) 
C.  441 Diamond Rectangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  1 45mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 937) 
C.  600 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
 3
Stilt 3-armed 2  20mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 938) 
C.  610 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 4  30 to 55mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 939) 
C.  647 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 2  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 940) 
C.  677 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 1  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 941) 
C 747 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  4 55mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 942) 
C. 942 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed 2  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 943) 
C.  1039 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  3 35 to 50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 944) 
C.  1039 Diamond Triangular Arm lengths Height Illus 
Stilt 3-armed  4 30mm to 55m   
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HANDMADE & MACHINE MADE COCKSPURS (HENS’ TAES) 
 
Hundreds of small three-
footed spurs were 
recovered from the 
Verreville excavations. 
These small kiln props 
were known in England 
as cockspurs, and in 
Scotland as ‘hens taes’.  
te 
us 
 long edges.  
The early ones were hand 
made, see the five 
examples in the illus 
bottom left. Barker (1998, 
337) suggests that the 
small Staffordshire hand 
made cockspurs were 
used on flatware, and da
to the early 19th century, 
but I consider that in 
Scotland they may have gone on bit longer. The main machines made types, see (ill
796) above are: triangular pyramids: of which there are two forms, flat 
triangles with spike and  round cones, see illus above: all have three small 
spikes on the bases. I have colour coded the list below in red, blue, and green. I have 
also given the distance between the
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 945) 
C. 002  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs   1         
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 946) 
C. 049  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs   1 2      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 947) 
C. 098  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs 1  2       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 948) 
C. 114  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs  1 1 1      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 949) 
C. 115  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs    1      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 950) 
C. 204  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs  2  2      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 951) 
C. 220  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
 5
Spurs  1 2       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 952) 
C. 225  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1 1      
 
GM: 2006. 5. 953) 
C. 235  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  1        
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 954) 
C. 385  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  7 12       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 955) 
C. 396  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  1        
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 956) 
C. 441  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs 2         
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 957) 
C. 497  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  2 1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 958) 
C. 527  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs 2         
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 959) 
C. 590  15mm    20mm   25mm  30mm Illus 
Spurs   1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 960) 
C. 610  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 961 ) 
C. 615  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 962) 
C.  635  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 963) 
C. 647  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 964) 
C. 648  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs 3  1 1      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 965) 
C. 673   15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
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Spurs          2         
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 966) 
C. 677  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  1 4       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 967) 
C. 684  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   7       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 968) 
C. 747  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  3 - 1 4       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 969) 
C. 801  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   3       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 970) 
C. 809  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  1        
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 971) 
C. 904  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs 302         
Only a sample was taken from this context which had thousands all the same size. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 972) 
C. 941  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs 2 3        
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 973) 
C. 942  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  5 1       
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 974) 
C. 969  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  1        
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 975) 
C. 985  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   2 1      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 976) 
C. 1039  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs   1 1      
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 977) 
C.  1073A  15mm    20mm   25mm    30mm Illus 
Spurs  2        
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INDUSTRIALLY MOULDED, THREE-ARMED STILTS 
 
 
Industrially moulded, three-armed 
plain stilts were recovered in large 
quantities during excavations of 
19th-century ceramic production 
sites all over Britain. Most are 
thought to have been imported into 
Scotland from Staffordshire although 
it has been suggested that the star 
pottery in Glasgow was also 
producing kiln furniture (Fleming 
1923). A number of industrially 
made stilts with stars from the 
Verreville excavation may, just 
possibly, be from this source? See (illus 797) above. 
 
Stilts often have the initials of the manufacturer, or a 
number, moulded on them, almost certainly to denote 
size see (illus 798) left with moulded ‘J.W 24’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Several of the Verreville, industrially moulded, three-armed, stilts in various sizes 
have round centres. One of these has the manufacture initials, either ‘C. F’, or ‘G. F’ 
- PATENT moulded in the centre, see (illus 799) left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are also a number of distinctive 
moulded designs on the arms of some 
industrially moulded, three-armed 
stilts, which may denote different 
manufactures. I have illustrated two, 
see (illus 800) left. 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 978) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
 8
049   30mm 15mm 6   Round Centre 
049   55mm 25mm 1   Round Centre 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 979) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
059   55mm 25mm 1   Plain 
059 JW 4 44mm 12mm   (1 Point) 1   Plain   
059 JW 8 55mm 35mm  1   Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 980) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
114   30mm 15mm 1   Round Centres 
114   30mm 15mm 1   Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 981) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
115   50mm 25mm 1    Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 982) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
131   30mm 15mm 2   Round Centres 
131 JW 7 45mm 26mm 1   Plain 
131 JW 8 55mm 35mm 2   Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 983) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
178 JW 8 55mm 35mm 1   Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 984) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
204  3 30 12mm 1   Plain 
204 JW 8 55mm 35mm 3   Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 985) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
220 Stars  35mm 15mm 2   Plain 
220   45mm 25mm 1   Plain 
220  0 48mm 40mm 1   Plain 
220  7 36mm 40mm 2   Plain 
220 JW 8 55mm 35mm 1   Plain 
220 JW 24 42mm 25mm 1   Plain 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 986) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
225   30mm 12 to 15mm 3  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 987) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
397  8   Imp 55 35mm 1 Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 988) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
554  5 50mm 10mm     (1 Point) 1  Plain 
554  8 54mm 35mm 1  Plain 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 989) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
590  7 46mm 20mm 1  Plain 
590  7 Rev? 40mm 36mm 1  Plain 
590  9 50mm 40mm 3  Plain 
590  8 55mm 35mm 4  Plain 
590  18 58mm 13mm   (1 Point) 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 990) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
609 Star  35mm 15mm 5  Plain 
609   55mm 33mm 1  Plain 
609   50mm 40mm 1  Plain 
609  5 52mm 12mm  (1 Point) 1  Plain 
609  4 B 40mm 11mm  (1 Point) 1  Plain 
609 JW 8 55mm 35mm 1  Plain 
609 JW 24 42mm 25mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 991) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
615 Star    1  Plain 
615   55mm 33mm 1  Plain 
619 JW 9 50mm 40mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 992) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
677 ? Barley  30mm 13mm 1  Plain 
677 JW 5 35mm 17mm 3  Plain 
677 ? 0 38mm 20mm 1  Plain 
677 JW    1  Plain 
677 JW 8 55mm 35mm + 2  Plain 
 
 (GM: 2006. 5. 993) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
683  5 35mm 17mm 2  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 994) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
684  6 52mm 12mm  (1 Point) 3  Plain 
684  9 50mm 45mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 995) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
686  5 47mm 12mm  (1 Point) 1 Plain 
686   52mm 13mm  (1 Point) 1 Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 996) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
730  5 37mm 20mm 1  Plain 
730  4 1/2 38mm 40mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 997) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
801   55mm 25mm 2 Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 998) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
 10
851   30mm 20mm 1   Round Centre 
851 C. F  Patent  30mm 13mm  1   Round Centre 
The C. F just might be G. F 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 999) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
969   30mm 15mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1000) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
1003   45mm 27mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1001) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
1014   55mm 30mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1002) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
1073A  5 35mm 15mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1003) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
1101 JW 9 50mm 40mm 1  Plain 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1004) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points  
1172 JW  7 46mm 28mm  
1172 JW 8 55mm 35mm  
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OPEN MOULDED TRIANGULAR STILTS 
 
A number of crudely 
moulded triangular 
stilts came from the 
site, and were not that 
common, see (illus 
801) left.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1005) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points Total 
178   53mm 20mm 1   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1006) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points Total 
225   53mm 20mm 1 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1007) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points Total 
747   53mm 15mm 1 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1008) 
C.   Makers Mark No Arm lengths Size of Points Total 
812   53mm 17mm 3 
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HALF PYRAMID STILTS 
 
Rarely found from the excavation 
were what I have termed, 
somewhat inappropriately, ‘half 
pyramid stilts’, with the makers 
mark ‘B & Co’ see (illus 802) 
left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1009) 
C.   Makers Mark Height Max Breadth Length Total 
178 B2 32mm 29mm  1   
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1010) 
C.   Makers Mark Height Max Breadth Length Total 
327 B & Co 37mm 34mm 55mm 1   
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1011) 
C.   Makers Mark Height Max Breadth Length Total 
1172  32mm 29mm 53mm 1   
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V- SHAPED RODS EXTRUDED 
 
Extruded V 
shaped rods or, 
usually, 
fragments of 
these, were 
very common 
from all 
phases of the 
site, and not 
all were collected, see (illus 803) above, for two examples with glazed ends. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1012) 
C.   Makers Mark Heights  Breadth Lengths Total 
220  12- 12-12mm 17 – 17 -19mm 140- 75- 75mm 3 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1013) 
C.   Makers Mark Height  Breadth Length Total 
222  17mm 17mm 62mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1014) 
C.   Makers Mark Height  Breadth Length Total 
599  10mm 16mm 142mm   1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1015) 
C.   Makers Mark Height  Breadth Length Total 
609  11mm 17mm 120mm   1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1016) 
C.   Makers Mark Heights  Breadth Lengths Total 
683  10-12mm 18-19mm 103-75mm   2 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1017) 
C.   Makers Mark Heights  Breadth Lengths Total 
684  13-12mm 18-18mm 80-150mm   2 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1018) 
C.   Makers Mark Height  Breadth Length Total 
700  12mm 18mm 106mm   1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1019) 
C.   Makers Mark Height  Breadth Length Total 
730  12mm 17mm 150mm   1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1020) 
C.   Makers Mark Heights  Breadth Lengths Total 
985  11-11mm 19-19mm 79-110mm   2 
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HIGH TRIANGULAR STILTS 
 
Rarely found from the 
excavations were what I have 
termed ‘high triangular stilts’. 
One of these industrially 
made stilts has ‘B & Co’ 
moulded on one edge, while 
two have what looks like ‘B 
& G’ or ‘B &’ with an 
upside down ‘5’ see (illus 
804) left. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1021) 
C.    Makers Mark No Max Height Arm Length Total 
204  7 40mm 35mm 1 
204 B & Co  40mm 29mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1022) 
C.   Makers Mark No  Max Height Arm Length Total 
222   47mm 35mm 1 
222   46mm 35mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1023) 
C.   Makers Mark No  Max Height Arm Length Total 
327 B & G?  44mm 29mm 1 
327 B & G?  42mm 29mm 1 
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CONE PlATE STACKERS & HAND MADE STANDS 
 
Only a sample of these cone 
stackers were kept from context 
220. All the discarded examples 
had ‘2L’ moulded on them. The 
few hand made clay stands were 
retained. See (illus 805) left.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1024) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
204  2L 35mm 20mm 2 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1025) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
220  2L 35mm 20mm 20 
Four of these stackers are enclosed in lumps of clay i.e. (Hand made stands) 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1026) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
590  2L 35mm 20mm 6 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1027) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
609  2L 35mm 20mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1028) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
647  2L 35mm 20mm 2 
647  1 28mm 17mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1029) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
809  2L 35mm 20mm 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1030) 
C.   Makers Mark No Height Max Diameter Total 
1172  B 42 40mm 22mm 1 
 16
DISHED STACKERS WITH THREE LEGS  
 
What I have called ‘dished stackers with three legs’ 
appeared to be in a number of sizes, but, 
unfortunately, were very fragmented and we were 
unable to get any shards to fit. 
On the smaller examples the dishes were in the 
centre, see (illus 806) left. On larger examples the 
entire top appears to have been a dish, but we have 
only shards of these. The round and flattish legs 
(illus 807) below, attached to the three corner points, 
came in a number of 
lengths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1031)  The two 45mm legs have red clay around the bases. 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
049 75-77    3 
049  68-75mm  3 3 
049  50-55mm 4  4 
049  45mm 2  2 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1032) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
059  48mm 1  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1033) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
114 75 -95mm    2 
114  80mm  1 1 
114  50mm 1  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1034) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
677  68mm  1 1 
677  52mm 1  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1035) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
747  72-80mm  2 2 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1036) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
1103      
1103  37-38-38-43mm 4  4 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1037) 
C.   Bowl  Diameter Leg Heights  Round Legs Flattish Legs Total 
1130 150mm?    7 
1130  39mm 2  2 
 17
RINGS 
 
These thrown rings (illus 808) 
must have been produced for 
a very specific purpose as 
they do not vary much in size, 
95 to 105mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1038) 
C.   Internal Diameter External Diameter  Max Height Section Total 
114 70mm 95mm 12mm Triangular? 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1039) 
C.   Internal Diameter External Diameter  Height  Total 
115 70mm 95mm 12mm Triangular? 1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1040) 
C.   Internal Diameter External Diameter  Height  Total 
506 70mm 102mm 20-22mm Triangular? 4 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1041) 
C.   Internal Diameter External Diameter  Height  Total 
844 59-60mm 100mm 18mm Triangular? 1 Com 
844 67mm 105mm 19mm Triangular? 1 Com 
844 60-65-60 100-105-90mm 18-19mm Triangular? 5 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1042) 
C.   Internal Diameter External Diameter  Height  Total 
865 65mm 95mm 17mm Triangular? 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 18
RECTANGULAR EXTRUDED SPACERS 
 
I have named these small extruded 
blocks (illus 809) left, ‘spacers’, but 
they could equally be stands, packers 
or have some other special purpose?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1043) 
C.   Length Breadth Height Shape Total 
396 16 to 22mm 17 to 18mm 10mm Rectangular 15 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1044) 
C.   Length Breadth Height Shape Total 
812 16 to 22mm 17 to 18mm 09 to10mm Rectangular 12 
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PROPS 
 
A number of what I have 
termed ‘props with splayed 
bases and rims’ were recovered 
during the excavation, see 
(illus 810) left. Some of these 
are hollow tubes, while others 
have solid bases. If used in the 
kiln to support wares, they 
must have been used in 
conjunction with small stilts of 
some kind to allow for air 
expansion.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1045) 
C.   Length Min diameter Max diameter Marks Total 
002 245mm 55mm 100mm  1 
002 248mm 55mm 95mm  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1046) 
C.   Length Min  diameter Max diameter Marks Total 
007 180mm 40mm 75mm  1 
007 173mm 42mm 82mm  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1047) 
C.   Length Min  diameter Max diameter Marks Total 
131 223mm 42mm 68mm  1 
131 138mm 35mm 62mm  1 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1048) 
C.   Length Min diameter Max diameter Shape Total 
590 98mm 27mm 47mm  1 
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SAGGERS 
 
Small shards and fragments of saggers covered the site, and only a few bits were kept 
for possible sampling. One fragment only was found with the base covered in finely 
crushed flint. 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1049) 
C.    Thickness   Samples 
610 Saggers with open base 13-20mm   4 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1050) 
C.    Thickness   Samples 
1222 Saggers with crushed flint 18-22mm   2 
 
 
 1
Moulds 
 
(Boxes 31, 32 & 43, 44)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Hundreds of plaster of Paris fragments littered the site (mainly from pie dishes in a 
backfilled workroom). Only fragments and examples which the author thought could 
add to our knowledge of the wares produced were retained.    
 
 
Boxes: 31, 32: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1057) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
372 Plaster Mould Unknown H. 70mm  No 815 
 
One fragment 
from a plaster of 
Paris mould of 
unknown form: 
Deep horizontal 
bands around 
edge, there are 
another two inside 
rim on its top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
GM: 2006. 5. 1058) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 190mm Male No 816 
 
One handle, male half of a plaster of 
Paris mould:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1059) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 184mm Male No 817 
 
One handle, male half of a plaster of 
Paris mould:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
GM: 2006. 5. 1060) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 195mm Female No 818 
 
One handle, female half of a plaster of 
Paris mould:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1061) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 145mm Female No 819 
 
Two matching 
male and 
female plaster 
of Paris, 
mould for 
small handles:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
GM: 2006. 5. 1062) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 70mm ? No 820 
 
One fragment from a plaster of Paris, 
handle mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1063) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle B. 130mm Female No 821 
 
One fragment from a 
female plaster of Paris, 
handle mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
GM: 2006. 5. 1064) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 130mm ? No 822 
 
One fragment from a plaster of Paris, 
handle mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1065) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 144mm ? No 823 
 
One fragment from a plaster of Paris, handle 
mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
GM: 2006. 5. 1066) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 144mm Male No 824 a-b 
 
One male section from what 
is probably a three part 
plaster of Paris handle 
mould: From a large open 
vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1067) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Handle L. 144mm ? No 825 
 
One half of a plaster of Paris 
mould: A handle for an open 
vessel: small tureen?  
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GM: 2006. 5. 1068) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould ? L. 160mm ? No 826 
 
One fragment of a Paris 
mould with small details:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1069) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould ? L. 138mm ? No 827 
 
One fragment of a plaster of 
Paris mould with small 
details: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1070) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Knop Dia. 50mm ? No 828 
 
One female half of a plaster of Paris mould: 
a knop.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8
GM: 2006. 5. 1071) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Plate Dia. 178mm  No 829 
 
One fragment of a plaster of Paris 
mould: a small plate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1072) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Spout? L. 144mm Male No 830 
 
One male half of a plaster 
of Paris mould: a teapot 
spout?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1073) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould ? Dia. 140mm ? No 831 
 
One half of a plaster of Paris 
mould: I have no idea what 
this is but it looks like a 
crown?  
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GM: 2006. 5. 1074) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Jardinière H. 168mm Male No 832 
 
One fragment of a plaster of 
Paris mould: Jardinière 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1075) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
456 Plaster Mould Jardinière H. 135mm Male No 833 
 
One fragment of a plaster 
of Paris mould: Jardinière 
with small details. 
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GM: 2006. 5. 1076) 
C.  Item Form Size  Other Marks Illus No 
564 Mould dish Dia. 170mm Jigger Mould No 834 
 
One dish jigger mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Boxes: 43 & 44: 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1077) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
564 Plaster Mould Handle L. 180mm ? No 835 
 
One fragment from a plaster of 
Paris, handle mould 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 11
GM: 2006. 5. 1078) 
C.  Item Form Size Male or Female Other Marks Illus No 
564 Jigger Mould Deep plate Dia 225mm  No 836 
 
One deep plate/dish jigger mould: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1190) 
C.  Item Form Diam Height Other Marks Illus No 
564 1 Mould S. Pie dish 120mm 105mm No 836 
564 I Mould S.  Pie dish 85mm 127mm No 836 
 
Two small pie 
dish moulds of 
slightly differing 
sizes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 12
(GM: 2006. 5. 1191) 
C.  Item Form Diam Height Other Marks Illus No 
564 1 Mould Pie dish 220mm 127mm No 837 
564 I Mould Pie dish 120mm 125mm No 837 
 
Two pie dish moulds 
of slightly differing 
sizes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1192) 
C.  Item Form Diam Height Other Marks Illus No 
564 1 Mould Jug  125mm No 838 
 
One section of a three part mould for a 
jug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1193) 
C.  Item Form Width Height Other Marks Illus No 
564 1 Mould Ashet 390mm  No 839 
 
One half of the female part 
of a large oval ashet: 
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(GM: 2006. 5. 1194) 
C.  Item Form Diam Height Other Marks Illus No 
564 1 Mould Shallow Dish   Yes 840 
 
One large part from the 
centre of a shallow dish 
mould with traces of 
lettering on its upper 
surface:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Small Sample Pots: Glazed. 
 
(Box 30)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
A number of small, thrown, white earthenware pots, in different sizes and shapes, 
obviously used for colour sampling in the kiln, were recovered from the site.  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1051) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameter Colours Illus 
051 Sample pot 31mm 27mm Blue and Red 811 
 
One white earthenware shard from a small sample pot 
painted with bands of blue and red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1052) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameter Colours Illus 
509 Sample pot 31mm 27mm Blue and Red  
As (illus 811) above 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1053) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameter Colours Illus 
554 Sample pot 30mm 27mm Blue and Red  
As (illus 811) above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
GM: 2006. 5. 1054) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameter Colours Illus 
590 Sample pot 33mm 27mm Green 812 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware shards from a small 
sample pot painted with a splash of green. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1055) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameter Colours Illus 
700 Sample pots (3) 31mm 27mm Blue and Red 813 
 
Three white earthenware 
shards from the rims of 
three small sample pots 
painted with bands of 
blue and red. 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1056) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameters Colours Illus 
969 Sample pots (3)  20-21-28mm Greens 814 
 
Six white earthenware 
shards from the rims and 
bases of at least three 
small sample pots painted 
with patches of varied 
greens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1056) 
C Vessel Height    Base Diameters Colours Illus 
1093 Sample pots (3)  25-27-30mm Red and Blues  
Five shards, three base and two rims, from at least four small sample pots, three as 
(illus 813) above, and two with pale blue washes: 
 
 1
Chinese Porcelain 
 
(Box 20) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 822) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
658 Bowl G. 1                    150mm  718 
 
One basal angled shard from a 
thick bowl decorated on the 
exterior and interior base with 
cobalt blue painting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Figure: Glazed 
 
(Box 20) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 823) 
C.  Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
204 Figure G. 1    719 
 
One glazed shard from a figure (left side) which has 
been press moulded in two parts and then lutted 
together. The decoration of the clothing on the upper 
part of the figure is a very pale pink, and the lower 
part is a pale yellow. 
Plaques Moulded: Bisque & Glazed 
 
(Box 20) 
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 824) 
C.  Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
206 Plaque G. 1 153mm  Incised letters 720 a & b 
 
One large shard from a wall 
mounted plaque decorated with a 
moulded wicker basket filled 
with flowers. On the obverse, the 
letter ‘B’ is inscribed three times, 
the letter ‘W’ once, and part of a 
word, possibly ‘AD’ see (illus 
720b) below, all in script. There 
are two holes 5mm in diameter 
pierced at the top, and the front is 
covered with a black tar like 
substance, some of which was 
cleaned off for the illustration. 
 
Flint Samples: 
 
(Box 33)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The samples are typical English flint: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1057) 
C.  Item Burnt Length Weight Colour Illus No 
007 Flint Sample No  65mm 166g Grey  
One fragment of grey flint nodule with chalk cortex: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1057) 
C.  Item Burnt Length Weight Colour Illus No 
068 Flint Sample No  155mm          704g        Grey  
One chipped grey flint nodule with chalk cortex: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1057) 
C.  Item Burnt Size Weight Colour Illus No 
208 Flint Sample Yes  Fragments          156g        Off white  
One small bag of calcinated flint 
 1
Whitewares Undecorated: Glazed. 
(Box 33)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1058) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
168 Creamer G. 10 77mm   ?               64mm  814 
 
Ten white earthenware shards which conjoin to form a 
fragment of a small moulded creamer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1059) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
204 Cup G. 5 60mm  85mm        44mm     815 
 
Five white earthenware shards which conjoin to 
form a fragment of a London shaped cup with 
handle scars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1060) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
439 Jug handle G. 1 75mm                  816 a & b 
 
One white earthenware handle from a jug 
decorated with a moulded leaf. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* For context 472 See page 5 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1061) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
673 Mugs G. 3                  115mm      817 
 
Three white earthenware 
shards of which two 
conjoin from two mug 
bases with the same 
moulding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1062) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
685 Mustard  G. 1 57mm  77mm      68mm       818 
 
One white earthenware mustard pot with handle scars 
and lacking cover: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 1063) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
700 Tankard G. 10 125+                   108mm  819 
 
Ten white earthenware 
shards of which nine 
conjoin to form a large 
fragment of an ale 
tankard or more likely a 
jug. The moulded handle 
is probably associated 
although the body shard 
attached to it has the 
same profile and crazing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1064) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
700 Jug G. 4                   820 
 
Four white earthenware 
shards of which three 
conjoin to form a large 
fragment of a moulded 
jug. There is also a handle 
shard which is almost 
certainly from the same 
vessel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 5. 1065) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
801 Mug G. 6 90mm  95mm     100mm      821 
 
Six white earthenware shards 
of which three conjoin from a 
mug with a moulded foot.                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1066) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1126 Plate G. 1                   822 
 
One moulded rim shard from a plate. The glazed has a 
creamware look to it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1067) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1149 Plate G. 4  160mm                 823 
 
Four conjoining shards from a 
small creamware plate covered in 
a brown concretion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1068) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1244 Bowl G. 1                  100mm       825 
 
One base shard from a 
creamware bowl: The exterior of 
the slightly v shaped footrim is 
14mm on its exterior and 10mm 
on its interior.   
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1069) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Base Diam-s Marks Illus No 
472 Bowls G. 4   70 & 95mm             826 
 
Four shards: Three base and one body from 
two creamware bowls: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1070) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Base Diam-s Marks Illus No 
472 Bowl G. 1      827 
 
One moulded body shard from a creamware bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Undecorated Whitewares Bowls: Bisque. 
(Boxes 34 & 35)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
The bisque bowls vary in size and many are of the sizes used for sponge printing, a 
number have also been impressed on there bases with a (Circle, Heart or Crown), the 
numbers (11-13 or 15) or different small flower like heads (Flowers No’s 1 to 4). Also 
often impressed is R C & Co for Robert Cochran and Company. It’s very difficult at 
times to differentiate between shards from very large cup and small bowls. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1071) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
211 Bowl. 1 B. 1 74mm 140mm +  75mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1072) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
267 Bowls. 2? B. 7                +  78-84mm    
267 Bowls. 1 B. 1 85mm 155mm +   75mm   
267 Bowls. 1 B. 1                +    78mm 15 828 
267 Bowls. 2 B. 2                +  80- 84mm Flower (No 1) 829 
267 Bowls. 2 B. 2                +  67-70mm Circle 830 
267 Bowls. 1 B. 1                + 62mm Flower (No 2) 831 
267 Bowls. 2 B. 2                + 67-70mm R C & Co 832 
Left (Illus 828) 
No 15. 6mm high  
                                      
Right (Illus 829) 
Flower (No 1)  
Dia 6mm 
 
Left (Illus 830) 
Circle 6mm in Dia 
 
Right (Illus 8 31) 
Flower (No 2)  
Dia 5 mm 
 2
Left (Illus 832) 
R C & Co. 
 
Right (Illus 833) 
 K – 6mm high 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1073) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
289 Bowls. 3? B. 9                 +  85mm   
289 Bowl. 1 B. 1                 +  70mm K 833 
289 Bowl. 1 B. 1                 +  65mm R C & Co  
289 Bowl. 1 B. 4 95mm 190mm  +  85mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1074) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
299 Bowls. 1 B. 1 85mm 170mm  +  75mm Flower (No 2)  
299 Bowls. 3? B. 10                 +  68-90mm   
299 Bowl. 1 B. 1                 +  64mm Circle  
299 Bowl. 1 B. 1                 +  68mm R C & Co  
299 Bowls. 4 B. 1                 +  64-68mm Crown 834 
299 Bowl. 1 B. 1                 +  62mm Heart 835 
 
Left (Illus 834)  
Crown 8mm high 
 
(Right Illus 835)  
Heart 5mm 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1075) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
341 Bowls. 1 B. 3  150mm +  83mm Heart  
341 Bowls 4+ B. 19           + 60-73-75mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1076) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
393 Bowls. 1 B. 2 72mm 125mm  +  68mm   
393 Bowls. 1 B. 1 76mm 150mm  +  70mm   
393 Bowls. 1 B. 1                 +  82mm Flower (No 1)  
393 Bowls. ? B. 9     
393 Bowl. L. 1 B. 7  385mm  +  205mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1077) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
409 Bowls. L. 2 B. 2    305mm +  150mm   
 
 3
GM: 2006. 5. 1078) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
427 Bowls. L. 1 B. 4    305mm +  150mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1079) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
439 Bowls. L. 1 B. 2                  +  150mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1080) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
441 Bowls.  L. 1 B. 1                  +  140mm    
441 Bowls. 1 B. 1                  +  82mm 13  
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1081) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
456 Bowls. 1 B.  1                 +  84mm Flower (No 3) 836 
456 Bowls. 1 B. 2  160mm  +  837 
 
Left (Illus 836)              
Flower (No 3) 
Dia 9 mm 
 
Right (Illus 837)  
Bowl with 
moulded 
Decoration 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1082) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
556 Bowls. L. 1 B. 2                +  155mm   
556 Bowls. L. 1 B. 1                +  175mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1083) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
740 Bowls. 1 B. 1                +  68mm Flower (No 4) 838 
740 Bowls. 1 B. 1 95mm 180mm +  83mm   
740 Bowls. L. 1 B. 4  300mm +  143mm   
 
Left (Illus 838)              
Flower (No 4) 
Dia 6 mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
GM: 2006. 5. 1084)    (London Shaped Bowl) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
815 Bowls. 1 B.  4 60mm  160mm  +    95mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1085)   (Punch Bowls) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
1168 Bowls. 2 B.  3  250mm+ 149 &158mm    
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1086) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Marks Illus No 
1256 Bowls. 1 B. 2  92mm  170mm  +  85mm   
1256 Bowls. 1 B. 3 92mm  170mm  +  85mm   
 
 1
Undecorated Whitewares Cups & Saucers: Bisque. 
(Boxes 35 & 36)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Verreville can sometime have a small l l or V impressed into there bases: see (illus 841 
on page 3) and (illus 844 on page 4). Flower like heads are also sometimes used and to 
differentiate them from the slightly larger examples used on plates and bowls I have 
called them (Flower No’s 5, 6 see below & on page 3 No 7). On occasions a number of 
different shapes and sizes of cups with different handle forms can often be found in the 
same contexts. For more handles forms see Bone China (Word file 4).  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1087)    (Three shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
193 B. 3                       +  48mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1088)    (Nine shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
206 B. 1                       +  49mm Flower (No 5) 839 
206 B. 1                       +  50mm   
206 B. 1                       + 48mm      Flower  (No 6) 840 
 
Left (Illus 839)    
Flower (No 5)  
Dia 4mm 
 
Right (Illus 840) 
Flower (No 6)  
Dia 3.5mm 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1089)    (Two shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
208  B. 1     165mm    +                    
208 B. 1                       +  57mm R C & Co  
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1090)    (The 38 and 42mm cups are London shaped) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
267 B. S. 1                       +  33mm   
267 B. 3                       + 38-42mm   
267 B. 2                       + 47-51mm   
267  B. 2   170mm      +   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1091)   (London shaped) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
271 B. 1         87mm   +  42mm            
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1092)  (Five shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
289  B. 1        175mm +  70mm            
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1093)    (Twelve shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia  +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
299 B. 1                       +  47mm          R C & Co  
299 B. 6   150mm + 43 48 & 60mm     
 
 (GM: 2006. 5. 1094)   (Amongst the 22 shards in this group there may be 7 or 8 cup shapes) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
341 B.  2                       +  32mm   
341  B. 2  165mm       +   
341 B. 1  62mm 100mm       + 43mm   
341 B. 1  65mm 110mm       + 48mm   
341 B. 1  62mm   85mm       + 43mm    
341 B. 6    90-110mm + 42-53mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1095)    (Seven shards) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
393 B. 2   110mm   + 45 & 58mm R C & Co  
393  B. 2  160mm   +   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1096)    (One shard) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
439 B. 1                        + 46mm R C & Co  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1097)    (These eleven thick shards come from very late cups & two styles of saucers) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
554 B.  2                      + 44mm   
554  B. 1  150mm      +   
554  B. 1     
 
 (GM: 2006. 5. 1098)    (Twenty seven shards) (Flower (No 5) as illus 839 on page 2) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
600 B. 5                      + 45-48mm Flower (No 5)  
600 B. 15                      + 46-59mm   
600  B. 1  160mm      +   
 
 
 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 1099)    (Two shards from a London shaped cup) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
648 B. 1                       +              I I 841 
 
Left (Illus 841)    
Not a number 11 
Height 4mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1100)    (Three shards from three London shaped cups)  
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
685 B. 3  58mm        88mm  + 42mm             
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1101)    (Eleven shards showing a number of cup shapes)  
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
740 B. 4                       + 54mm R C & Co  
740 B. 1  74mm  92mm        + 47mm   
740 B. 1  71mm   82mm       +  52mm R C & Co  
740 B. 1                       + 44mm   
740  B. 1  150mm Flower (No 4)  
For an illustration of flower No 4 see Word File 141 page 4 illus 838.   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1102)    (Six shards from a number of cups) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
817 B. 4                       +  39 - 48mm   I I  
817 B. 2                        + 48mm Flower (No 7) 842 
The l l marks on the cups from this context look even less like the number 11. 
 
Left (Illus 842)    
Flower (No 7)  
Dia 7mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1103)    (Three shards from a London shaped cup) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
846 B.                        + 47mm    
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1104)    (Three shards from a very late large cup and saucer) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
865 B. 1                       +   48mm      
865  S. 1  170mm       +   
 
 4
(GM: 2006. 5. 1105)    (Two shards from late cups) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
902 B. 2                       +   44mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1106)    (Three base shards from small cups) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
913 B. 3                     +  38 to 42mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1107)  
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
955  B. 1  150mm  843 
One shard from a moulded saucer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1108)  
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
969 B. 3                       +  50mm V 844 
 
Three white earthenware cup bases all with 
impressed V. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1109)   (One shard from a late cup) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
964 B. 1                       +  40mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1110)    (Six shards from two late cups) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
1003 B.  2  90mm  95mm        +  50mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1111)   (One shard) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
1107 B. 1                        + 48mm   
 5
(GM: 2006. 5. 1112a)   (One shard from a London shaped cup) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
1122 B.  1                       +  47mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1112b)   (Seven shards from four late cups) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
1168 B.  4  70mm     79mm     +  40mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1113)   (One shard from a late cup) 
C.  Cups Saucers Heights Rim Dia +  Base Dia Impressed Marks Illus No 
1178 B.  1                      +  48mm   
 
 1
Chamber Pots: Bisque. 
(Box 37)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1114) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
562 Camber-Pot B. 10  230mm +  150mm   
Ten white earthenware bisque shards of which two conjoin from a chamber-pot. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1115) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
611 Camber-Pot B. 1    250mm +   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1116) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
873 Camber-Pot B. 7    230mm +   
Seven white earthenware bisque shards of which three and two conjoin from chamber-
pots. 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1117) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1003 Camber-Pot B. 1    230mm +   
 
 
 
 1
Creamers: Bisque. 
(Box 37)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1118) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
267 B. 10              +   50mm   
Ten shards from at least two moulded pedestal creamers as (illus 845) below: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1119) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
740 B. 6 111mm 54mm +  47mm  845 
 
Six white earthenware shards from a 
minimum of four similar moulded pedestal 
creamers one of which is complete but lacking 
handle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1120) 
C. Shards  Height Rim & base diam Decoration  Illus No 
740 B. 2             +  47mm  846 
 
Two white earthenware bases from two moulded 
pedestal creamers as (illus 845) above: Both of them 
have a moulded 8 on there bottoms. 
 
 
 1
Jugs: Bisque. 
(Box 38)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1121) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
217 Jugs B. 3             +  85     
Three bisque white earthenware base shards from at least two jugs almost certainly as 
(illus 847) below: 
 
 (GM: 2006. 5. 1122) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
267 Jugs B. 7 145+ 87mm  +  93mm  847 
 
Seven bisque white earthenware shards from 
two jugs of which one is a substantial 
fragment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1123) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
267 Jugs B. 18               +  90mm  848 
 
Eighteen bisque white 
earthenware shards from a 
number of eight panelled 
bodied jugs: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1124) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Jugs B. 5     
Five bisque white earthenware shards from a jug which is almost certainly as (illus 847) 
on page 1 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1125) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Jugs B. 2  80mm +  849 
 
Two bisque white earthenware rim shards from two 
jugs of different sizes one 80mm and the other 
smaller. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1126) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Jugs B. 2     
Two bisque white earthenware shards from two jugs as (illus 847 & 848): 
 3
(GM: 2006. 5. 1127) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
419 Jug B. 1     
One bisque white earthenware rim shard from a barrel shaped moulded jug: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1128) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
750 Jugs  B. 16    850 
 
Sixteen bisque 
white earthenware 
shard from a 
number of different 
shaped jugs with 
four handle forms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1129) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1126 Jugs B. 3     
Three bisque white earthenware shards from a large moulded jug: 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1130) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1258 Jugs B. 2     
Two bisque white earthenware shards from a jug as (illus 848) on page 2: 
 
 
 1
Mugs: Bisque. 
(Box 39)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
      
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1131) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
003 Mug B. 1 100mm   110mm + 105mm    851 
003 Mugs B. 2                 + 105mm   
Three bisque white earthenware shards from three mugs all with slightly different 
moulded bases:  
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1132) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
220 Mugs B. 2  100mm +       852 
 
Two bisque white earthenware rim shards 
from two mugs: The shards have different 
handle terminals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1133) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
222 Mugs B. 3 71mm  85mm  +  90mm        
Three bisque white earthenware shards from a mug with a moulded base:  
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1134) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
330 Mug B. 1 100mm     95mm + 100mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1135) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Mug B. 1             +  105mm      
 2
GM: 2006. 5. 1136) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Mug B. 3 91mm 92mm +  96mm   
393 Mugs B. 9  112mm +   
Twelve bisque white earthenware shards from three mugs with moulded bases: three 
of the shards conjoin to give a complete profile: 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1137) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
441 Mug B. 1 90mm    87mm +  85mm       
One thick bisque white earthenware straight sided mug: complete minus handle: 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1138) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
530 Mugs  108mm     95mm + 95mm       
One large shard from a thick bisque white earthenware straight sided mug:  
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1139) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
635 Mugs B. 2 100mm   96mm + 106mm       
Two conjoining bisque white earthenware shards from a mug with a moulded base 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1140) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
647 Mugs B 3            +  105mm       
Three bisque white earthenware shards from two mugs with moulded bases:  
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1141) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
740 Mugs B. 1 104mm            + 110mm       
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1142) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
969 Mugs B. 1 80mm   82mm  + 76mm       853 
 
One bisque white earthenware moulded mug: 
complete minus handle: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1143) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1172 Mugs B. 1             + 105mm   
 
 
 3
GM: 2006. 5. 1144) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1173 Mugs B. 1             + 110mm   
 
 1
Plates: Bisque. 
(Box 40)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
      
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1145) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
121 Plates B. 11    230mm +            
One plate with a wavy border; 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1146) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
225 Plate B.  7  220mm  +   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1147) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
267 Plate.  B.  4  240mm +   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1148) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
289 Plate B. 4  260mm +   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1149) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
299 Plates B. 7  160-260mm +   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1150) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
341 Plates B.  26  Various   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1151) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
393 Plates B.  13  Various   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1152) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
430 Plate B.  1     
One white earthenware rim shard from a plate with a distinctive border see illus 855 
on page 2 below: 
 
 
 2
GM: 2006. 5. 1153) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
509 Plate B.  1  240mm   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1154) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Impressed Mark Illus No 
509 Plate B.  4   Improved Stone 
China R C & C0o 
854 
 
Four conjoining white earthenware 
shards from a plate with an impressed 
Robert Cochran mark (Improved Stone 
China R C & Co). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1155) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
590 Plate B.  1  240mm   
590 Plate B. 2  250mm  855 
 
Two white earthenware rim shards from a 
plate with a distinctive border: The author 
has seen an extant example of this border 
with a painted blue line around the 
border. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1156) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
600 Plates B. 35  Various   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1157) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
708 Plate B. 1     
One badly stained rim shard which could be creamware? 
 
 3
GM: 2006. 5. 1158) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
801 Plates B. S. 9  145mm +   
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1159) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
857 Ashet B. 1     
 
 1
Rice Dishes: Bisque. 
(Box 44)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1160) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1072 Dish (Rice) B. 13 58mm 300mm +   
Thirteen bisque white earthenware shards which conjoin to form a large fragment of what 
is called rice dishes  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1161) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1181 Dish (Rice) B. 12  300mm   
 
 
 1
Salts, Peppers & Egg-Cups etc: Bisque. 
(Box 41)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1162) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
114 Eggcup B. 1     
114 Pepper B. 1  45mm +  856 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1163) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
223 Eggcups 2 B. 2          + 42 & 44mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1164) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
263 Eggcups 3 B. 4  55mm +   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1165) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
419 Pedestal 
Salts 2 
B.  6  90mm  +  48mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1166)   (These are almost thistle shaped) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
438 Eggcups 2 B. 2     
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1167) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
902 Eggcups 3? B.  5  44mm +  40 &45mm   
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1168) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
902 Eggcups 3? B.  5  44mm +  40 &45mm   
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1169) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
918 Pepper B.  1    857 
One bisque white earthenware top of a pepper pot:  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1170)    (Almost thistle shaped) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
1107 Pepper B.  1                 +   40mm   
 
 1
Teapots: Bisque. 
(Box )  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1171) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
56 Teapots  B. 3    858 
   
Three bisque white 
earthenware shards 
from teapots: two 
are round covers 
with central steam 
holes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(GM: 2006. 5. 1172) 
Pit Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Size Marks Illus No 
56 Teapots  B. 4  152mm + 110mm  859 
 
Four bisque white 
earthenware shards from 
teapots including one 
large rim piece and a 
cover with a moulded 
flower.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1173) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
193 Teapots  B.  4    860 
 
Four bisque white earthenware shards from 
teapots including two from a rectangular 
stepped cover, see (illus 868) on page 6 
below, a moulded spout and a handle which 
may be associated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1174) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
299 Teapot B.  1    861 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard: a moulded spout 
from a teapot: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1175) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
285 Teapots B.  2    862 
 
Two bisque white earthenware shards 
from teapots: round covers one 
showing a 6mm steam hole. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1176) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
286 Teapots? B.  3    863 
 
Three bisque white 
earthenware shards 
from teapots: round 
covers: none showing 
steam holes, which 
suggests that they 
were in the damaged 
areas near the rim or 
that they are covers 
for milk jugs? 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1177) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
593 Coffee pot B.  1    864 
 
One bisque white earthenware shards from the 
cover of a coffeepot: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1178) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
700 Teapots B.  2    865 
 
Two conjoining white earthenware shards from the 
cover of a teapot: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1179) 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
835 Teapot B.  1    866 
  
One white earthenware cover from a teapot: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GM: 2006. 5. 1180 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
U/S Teapot B.  2    867 
 
Two conjoining white 
earthenware shards from 
the rim of a teapot:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
GM: 2006. 5. 1181 
C Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
U/S Teapots B.  3    868 
 
Three white earthenware 
shards of which two 
conjoin from the rim and 
stepped rectangular cover 
of a teapot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tureens: Bisque. 
(Box 42)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1182) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
107 Tureens B. 3    869 
 
Three white earthenware bisque 
shards: one from the cover and 
two knops from tureens  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1183) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
168 Tureens B. 2    870 
 
Two white earthenware bisque handles from tureens: see 
(Word File 124: page 6: illus 824 a & b), for a plaster of 
Paris mould for a handle of this form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1184) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
190 Tureens B. 2    871 
 
Two white earthenware bisque shards with 
moulded flowers from the cover of a tureen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1185) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
222 Tureens B.     872 
 
Two white earthenware bisque 
moulded tureen knops of 
different sizes, in the form of 
cauliflowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1186) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim  Marks Illus No 
600 Tureen B.   25mm in length   
Two conjoining white earthenware bisque shards from the cover of a tureen  
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1187) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
700 Tureen B. 2     
Two white earthenware bisque knops from tureens, as (illus 869) on page1.  
 
 
Other Forms: Bisque. 
(Box 42)  
 
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
F. Or C.     Site context or feature number in the left hand boxes. 
2006. 5       Glasgow Museums: Accession number for the Verreville shards: Site code FSG 005     
  
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1188) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
222 Jars B.  8  115mm + 15mm    873 
 
Eight bisque white 
earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin from 
a minimum of two 
straight sided jars.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(GM: 2006. 5. 1189) 
C.  Vessel Type Shards Height Rim & Base Diam Marks Illus No 
590 Pie Dishes B.  10 84mm 144mm +  73mm  874 
 
Ten bisque white earthenware 
shards of which six conjoin 
from a minimum of two pie 
dishes 
 
 
